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How to Be a Successful PositiV Project Manager 

We want to make sure you have the tools you need to ensure a successful PositiV® installation. Please consult 

this guide and check our entire collection of PositiV Resources. Thank you for your business. 

 
Step 1 Verify Site Compatibility 

Once a desired site is selected, determine the viability of PositiV at the location by using the PositiV Site 

Feasibility Checklist. Because PositiV is a wireless, self-powered device, there are certain parameters that 

must be met for it to be considered a good fit for your facility. Completing this quick checklist will help 

determine if a site is compatible and capable of a successful PositiV system installation.  

 
Step 2  Logistics: Schedule an Installation Date and Notify Melink 

After a site is determined compatible, please notify Melink when the self-installation will take place and 

where you would like the PositiV system to be shipped. Please provide notice to Melink 

(Positiv@melinkcorp.com) at least 7 business days before the desired installation date. This will provide 

Melink time to manufacture the PositiV system and ship it to the site before the scheduled installation.  

 
Step 3  Follow the Installation Manual and Verify Completed Steps 

To install the PositiV system at each site, use the PositiV Installation Guide, PositiV Installation Video, and 

PositiV Cx App, which all can be found here. In addition, the PositiV shipping box contains a welcome card, 

which features QR codes that provide the installer with easy access to these necessary materials. Once 

the PositiV system is installed, access to Melink’s portal to view results will be provided to specified end 

users within 24-48 hours. 

 
Questions?  

 
Contact Melink Technical Support: 

 
877-477-4190 

PositivSupport@melinkcorp.com 

 

The customer is responsible for installation, providing accurate shipping & delivery information, and verifying compatibility of on-site 
application. For more information, please visit https://melinkcorp.com/terms. 
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